Workplace
Violence
The Active Shooter Drill
Training Is Not Prevention,
It’s Mitigation
By Frank King
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There comes a point where we need to
stop just pulling people out of the river.
We need to go upstream and ťnd out whř
theř’re falling in.ȶ —Desmond Tutu

W

e need to start up stream to stem the tide of workplace violence.
I’m not saying that training isn’t a good idea, I’m just saying
that it doesn’t prevent the problem of workplace violence, it just
keeps the body count down.

+irst, some conteĖt.
According to an article published by NPR earlier this year, “workplace

mass shootings are rare, but the killing of nine people by a fellow employee
at a Northern California rail yard on Wednesday marks the third such
rampage in under two months.”1
That could foreshadow a rise in this type of violence after the nationwide
shutdown of businesses resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, says Jaclyn
Schildkraut, associate professor of criminal justice at the State University of
New York at Oswego.
However, Schildkraut stresses that while such shootings “are increasing
incrementally in freòuency, theyɁre still eĖtremely statistically rare.”2
More recently in San Jose, authorities stated a public transit employee
opened ĥre on co-workers at the Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority, fatally shooting at least nine people and then taking his own life.
The suspect was identiĥed as a ȚȜ-year-old current employee. The motive
for the attack remains unclear.
The attack comes on the heels of a similar shooting in Indianapolis on
April 1Ț, in which a former +ed!Ė worker killed eight people before killing
himself.2 That was reported to be the deadliest workplace massacre since a
brewery employee gunned down ĥve people at the Molson Coors campus in
Milwaukee in February 2020, shortly before the pandemic shutdown.3
About a week before the Indiana shooting, a gunman killed one person
and wounded ĥve others in an ambush at a cabinet manufacturing facility in
ryan, TeĖas, where he worked. He survived and was arrested.
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Simply starting the conversation on suicide has the power
to save lives, since 8 out of 10 people who are considering
suicide are ambivalent, and 9 out of 10 will give hints in the
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take notice, and… wait for it… start that conversation.
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Frank King, Suicide Prevention
speaker and Trainer was a writer
for The Tonight Show for 20 years.
He’s fought a lifetime battle
with Major Depressive Disorder
and Chronic Suicidality, turning
that long dark journey of the soul
into 6 TEDx Talks and sharing his
lifesaving insights on Mental Health
Awareness with associations,
corporations, and colleges.
Depression and suicide run
in his family. He’s thought about
killing himself more times than he
can count.
A Motivational Public Speaker
who uses his life lessons to start
the conversation giving people
permission to give voice to
their feelings and experiences
surrounding depression and suicide.
And doing it by coming out, as
it were, and standing in his truth,
and doing it with humor.
He believes that where there is
humor there is hope, where there
is laughter there is life, nobody
dies laughing. The right person,
at the right time, with the right
information, can save a life.
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